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Problem: Chronic pain is common, affecting anywhere

from 10% to 50% of the general population. The
subsequent increased prescribing of opioids has resulted in
the current U.S. epidemic of addiction to opioid pain
medications leading to overdose deaths that outnumber
automobile-related deaths, rising admissions to hospitals,
and disrupted lives for both the patient and family.

Educational Goals:

● Practice clinical decision making in a simulated patient
encounter
● identify neurotransmitters,
● Predict the impact of different stimuli on the brain’s pathways
●Relate physiological events to patient experience
●Demonstrate improved clinical decision making in a simulation

Educational Intervention:

With support from NIDA,
we have developed a clinical training experience involving a
hybrid Oculus Rift VR Headset experience combining a patient
encounter in a 3D virtual primary care clinic with an
investigation of a 3D virtual brain.
The learner first interacts with a virtual patient, then explores a
3D virtual brain to visualize reward pathways as well as the
effect of opioids on these pathways.

Overview: A novel approach to provider training that combines patient simulation with neuroscience understanding.
Future Directions: The approach is being modified to address the

obesity epidemic. Patient encounters are similarly combined with an “inside
the brain” experience to provide the needed neurobiological foundation for
clinical treatment. The combination fosters and guides interaction with obese
patients by linking skills development in the interview, assessment, and
intervention of overweight and obese patients with the exploration of the
neuroscience associated with the regulation of energy, lipids, and glucose
metabolism.
Our Oculus Headset-based virtual 3D environment will convey brain
components related to feeding behavior such as the ventral tegmental area
(VTA), the nucleus accumbens (Nac), and the arcuate nucleus (Arc). We will
also assess if once a basic understanding is established, physician learners
seek more advanced knowledge of peptides such as NPY (neuropeptide Y)
and AgRP (agouti-related gene product).
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We postulate that science-minded physicians will enjoy building
a more robust understanding of brain structures when the
process is engaging and quickly yields a robust understanding of
the neuroscience associated with the patient’s condition and
treatment.
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Project Goal: Assess

Does the experience increase enthusiasm for
neuroscience education?
●
Does student attitude towards pain/addiction change?
●
Does student confidence increase
●
Do student’s clinical skills improve?
●

The novel approach can potentially enable the translation
of neuroscience research to the science-based practice of
medicine by neuroscience-informed clinicians.

